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Identified Issues
o Unclear terminology and 

structure within service 
maintenance emails

o Lack of awareness regarding 
GTS functions and 
platforms, such as GTS 
Insider and Yammer  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My internship objectives were based around solving two major issues for GTS Communications. Many of the service maintenance emails sent out by GTS Communications were flagged by the executive leadership as unclear. These emails contained too much technical jargon and unclear directions to end users. This also led to corporate communications having to proofread specific communications before they were sent out. I was tasked alongside Global Communications Technology Intern, Elena Price, with updating service maintenance emails with clearer terminology and direction for end users.The services that GTS provides and its platforms such as GTS Insider and GTS Yammer were not gaining significant recognition throughout the organization. Many employees were unaware of the self help documents in Service now, GTS Insider page FAQs, and GTS Points of Contact. I worked alongside fellow interns, Elena Price and Grace Gressett, to create a comprehensive plan to overhaul the GTS Insider page and link relevant and informative content to GTS Yammer and the recent news section on Insider. 
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Proposed Solutions
1. Conducting 

communications research 
2. Creating a 

Comprehensive 
communication plan

3. Applying changes to GTS 
communications and 
platforms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I broke down the Process of Streamlining Communications into 3 Steps.Step 1: Conducting Communications ResearchI worked alongside Elena Price to conduct SWOT analyses on all relevant GTS communications platforms. I also worked with Elena Price and Grace Gressett to create and distribute a survey on GTS Communications. In this 11-question survey, we asked what GTS does well, what form of communication end users prefer, and many other questions targeted to gauge the effectiveness of current communications. The survey was sent to over 8 domestic and international groups as well as 20 individuals. We received 300 responses, with an overwhelming majority of responses being positive towards changes in GTS Communications. Step 2: Drafting a Comprehensive Communications plan After analyzing the survey data, our team drafted multiple variations of a communications plan focused on streamlining current GTS communications.The plan features 8 main parts: Purpose, Goals and Objectives, Communicators, Stakeholders, Messages, Delivery Method and frequency, feedback, and Measures of Success Our final plan outlines the changes we intend to make to service maintenance emails, GTs Insider, GTS Yammer, RTI Notify Me, and RTI Notify Me Major Incidents. It also includes a service maintenance calendar, intended to regulate service maintenance requests and limit the number of emails received by end users. Step 3: Applying Changes to GTS Communications PlatformsCurrent changes are being made to the GTS Insider Page by our team. We are changing the layout, updating POCs, adding more quick links, eliminating redundancies, and posting relevant GTS articles.A service maintenance calendar email is currently being tested by GTS. If successful, this calendar will be rolled out to all staff. While the calendar was part of our team’s communications plan, it was created and is updated by Global Communications Technology Intern, Elena Price.GTS Yammer “Tips and tricks” Posts created by me are posted twice every week to provide exposure to the GTS help desk and answer many technology related FAQs. 
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o Published Outcomes
• Improvements to GTS 

Insider page
• Need to promote GTS 

projects and employees 
while also providing 
links to FAQs and other 
technical information

• Yammer Tips and Tricks 
Posts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GTS InsiderThe GTS Insider page contains informative messages by providing answers to FAQs, points of contact, and easy accessibility to the GTS Help Desk. The page also includes messages geared toward the RTI community, such as Insider spotlight articles and feature articles, such as “Women in Tech,” to highlight staff.I currently have one article posted on GTS Insider and many queuedWe eliminated unnecessary information and updated Points of contact, FAQs, and Quick linksGTS and RTI All Yammer “Tips and Tricks” PostingPosted twice a week by meCustom Graphic created by me and Grace Gressett These posts provide exposure to the GTS help desk and answer many technology related FAQs. Positive feedback is measured in the form of comments, views, and reactions
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o Objective: Humanize the 
organization (GTS) by 
creating internationally 
focused articles

o Outcomes: Published 
articles on LinkedIn, GTS 
Insider, and Yammer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Writing ArticlesAnother one of my main objectives this summer was researching and writing internationally focused articles. I interviewed many RTI employees in search of stories this summer. I researched specific projects, ex: KSI Project in Indonesia. I also create graphic covers for my articles which are used in my LinkedIn posts. These articles are posted to other sources as well. While I enjoyed every part of my internship, having the opportunity to interview people from very diverse backgrounds and write for these articles was a truly enlightening and special experience.LinkedInPosted articles to my LinkedIn profile and they were shared by RTI Global CIO Teena Piccione Articles are posted to my profile once a week Here is a link to my first LinkedIn posting: LinkedIn Interning During COVID-19GTS InsiderI have also posted articles to the GTS Insider pageGTS Insider will be the home of many of my articles in the upcoming weeksOther SourcesCOVID-19 Weekly newsletterYammer posting 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These articles were recently posted to my LinkedIn, GTS Yammer, and GTS Insider. For these articles I interviewed Williams Joaquin, RTI’s Regional Global Technologies Solutions Manager for Latin America and the CaribbeanLeft sideArticle Title: Locked Down: How Strict Quarantine Policies are Affecting El Salvador and Central America GTS Insider postingRight sideArticle Title: Disaster in the middle of a pandemic: GTS’s Williams Joaquin shares his experience of the recent flooding in El SalvadorLinkedIn posting: Flooding in El Salvador LinkedIn Link
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